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ABSTRACT 
Smartwatches are highly portable, ubiquitous devices, allowing rich interaction at a small 
scale. However, the display size can hinder user engagement, limit information display, 
and presentation style. Most research focuses on exploring ways in which the interaction area 
of smartwatches can be extended, although this mainly entails simple fold-out displays 
or additional screens. Conversely, added weight and size can hinder the wearable 
experience. In response, we took inspiration from origami and explored the design space for 
new types of lightweight, highly foldable smartwatch, by developing complex paper-prototypes 
which demonstrate novel ways of extending screen space. We collected data on potential 
input and output interaction with complex folded smartwatch displays during workshops with 
expert and non-expert users, discovering application ideas and additional input/output 
functionality. These insights were used to produce and evaluate a concept video for the 
FoldWatch prototype. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The introduction of smartphones – especially the release of the iPhone 1st Generation by 
Apple in 2007 – united phone and PC within a mobile computer with customized applications. 
In the intervening years, computing hardware has become smaller, faster, cheaper, and better 
connected [41]. Through wearables, technology is physically and “inextricably intertwined” 



with the human body [21] and can be fluently interconnected with users’ daily life and 
activities – even more so than smartphones or other PDAs [63]. Nowadays, the trend 
for mobile and wearable devices is toward generating less interruption of day-to-day activities, 
and also providing more integration within the context of use: a closer symbiosis of user and 
technology. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1. Investigative origami work to establish the best folding structures 
to use for the smartwatch concept. 
 
Consequently, the range of wearable computers is further optimized for special applications, 
usage scenarios, and special tasks [8], with smartwatches being the most common iteration 
of such technology. Smartwatches can be broadly defined as “wrist-worn devices with 
computational power, that connect to other devices via short range wireless connectivity; 
provide alert notifications; collect personal data through a range of sensors and store 
them; and have an intelligent clock” [4]. Additionally, they support integration with natural 
movement [8] and instant availability – compared to smartphones which first have to be 
retrieved from the pocket. People are used to wristwatches, and this increases acceptance of 
smartwatches in society [41]. In 2015, the worldwide smartwatch output surpassed that of 
the Swiss watch industry [46] indicating the increasing popularity of these devices. 
Smartwatches also have the smallest practical screen size of personal computers [30]. 
Despite this practicality, the compact screen can limit interaction: the small size is the reason 
why the interactive surface does not provide space for physical buttons, and can lead to 
issues such as the fat finger problem [52]. To overcome this, research has examined 
implementing voice control [35]; adding holographic levels [62]; and even projecting displays 
directly onto skin [65] – amongst other solutions – such as expanding the smartwatch screen 



size, which has been shown to have a significant impact on users’ satisfaction with mobile 
services and devices [21]. Additionally, display size and interaction techniques are central 
characteristics of smartwatches in terms of context-awareness. According to Pascoe [41], 
context awareness enhances users’ acceptance of devices by offering appropriate 
information or services in a current environment. 
 
Foldable smartwatch screen extensions maintain the discrete nature of the device, and offer a 
simple solution to manually enlarge the area of interaction, e.g. Doppio  [50] or Facet  [30], 
although they can be bulky or heavy additions to the wearable concept – extending the height 
or width of the initial state of the device. Despite this, the increased screen space offers 
novel interaction capabilities, a wider range of display data types, and the possibility of 
merging smartphone and wearable seamlessly into a single device [16]. To further the 
foldable smartwatch idea, and in response to current research prototypes, we propose to use 
origami-inspired paper structures in order to explore the design space and potential 
interactions of lightweight, discrete and highly aesthetic, extended-screen smartwatches. This 
work has the potential to support the continued uptake in the use of smartwatches, and 
enhance their range of user interactions. 
 
Contribution 
Smartwatches are highly portable, ubiquitous devices, allowing rich interaction at a small 
scale. However, the display size can hinder user engagement, limit information display, 
and its representation. Most research focuses on exploring ways in which the screen and 
interaction area of smartwatches can be extended, although this mainly entails ”around” 
device interaction and/or additional screens. Conversely, this added weight can hinder the 
wearable experience. In response, this paper takes inspiration from origami and explores the 
design space for new types of lightweight, highly foldable smartwatch displays, by exploring 
paper folding configurations which demonstrate novel ways of extending screen space. 
 
Therefore, the following review and design exploration was conducted: i) A detailed literature 
review and survey of the current state-of-the art for smartwatch interactions and extensions, 
with associated visuals; ii) An investigation of origami techniques with the potential for display 
use; iii) A design exploration using expert (n=10) and non-expert users (n=10) to investigate 
novel interaction styles and notification outputs with origami-inspired paper smartwatch 
prototypes; and, iv) A concept video and AttrakDiff  survey (n=36) based on findings from the 
feasibility study. It is hoped that this work can map the way for the development of functional, 
highly foldable, smartwatch prototypes, in both hardware and interaction methodologies. 
 
RELATED WORK 
Pascoe [41] suggested that the smartwatch was the ”next step in the evolution of mobile 
computing devices” , but although these wrist mounted devices are gaining in popularity, they 
still lack the variable functionality of their larger, cellphone or tablet-sized counterparts. 
Features such as keyboard integration are a logical addition to the smartwatch display, but 
the size limitations of the watch face can make it harder to type, or require the user to learn a 
new, smaller keyboard styles, e.g. splitboard  [19], Flexy  or Swype  [5]. An additional method 
of extending smartwatch interaction has been by exploring gesture-based input [23, 48] – with 
varying levels of success – but by far the most utilised methodology is to simply extend the 
zone of interaction of a smartwatch by utilising the space on and around the arm, or by adding 
functionality and screen space to the smartwatch itself. 
 
Smartwatch Interaction Review 
Given the breadth of work in increasing input and output functionality of smartwatches and 
other types of wrist or arm mounted wearable, we conducted a review of all prototypes in this 
area and identified devices as either having a) enhanced or extended input, or, b) enhanced 
or extended output. This research work was indispensable in identifying ideas and ways of 
extending the interaction for smartwatch input and output. The examples are summarized in 
two tables that can be found at http://www.hci.uni-bremen.de/data/FoldWatchAppendix.pdf . 
Foldable Devices. 
 



There has been a surge of interest in shape-changing interfaces in the past decade, with 
various functional prototypes extending our technical knowledge of how to build, and classify, 
such devices [17, 20, 54]. However, advances in shape-changing, foldable displays are so far 
an under-utilised solution for extending the smartwatch zone of interaction: having a variable 
extendable display would be a logical way of allowing for additional, larger visual input, 
without compromising on wearability or size (as with the Paddle  phone concept [44]. The 
concept of foldable electronic devices in itself is not new, although advances in thinner display 
technology and linkages has opened up new possibilities for ultra-thin, multiply folding 
devices – with the potential for interactions based on the act of folding. 
 
In smartwatches, both Watchthru  [62] and Cito  [13] make use of folding to augment their 
watch displays, although the additional space is either display only (Watchthru ) or is not 
utilised for input/output (Cito ). In larger devices, folding and multiple displays have been 
utilised to create book-style interfaces such as FoldMe  [24] and BookiSheet  [61], or make 
use of interconnected multiple sheets, for example PaperFold [12] and PaperTab  [56]. The 
potential of paper interfaces is further expanded by printable, and even actuated, electronics 
[38, 37], as well as complex interaction styles with foldable interfaces where creases and 
folds can be “set” via gestures [9], which also then opens up the possibility to apply this 
technology to more complex folded interfaces. 
 
Origami in HCI 
Origami is the Japanese art of paper folding. It is often used for technical innovation in 
engineering to increase portability and storage [31]. In HCI, origami has inspired work both 
practical and playful in nature, such as Lee et al.’s Foldable Interactive Display  [27] where 
projection is combined with large-scale paper folding to create interactive umbrellas, 
newspapers and fans, or in the case of Projectagami  [55] where practical applications for 
paper devices are explored. In the same style, more complex origami folds can be seen in Go 
et al.’s tessellated origami works [10], examining possible interactions with such structures, 
whereas Jamsheets  [40] explores the possibility of self-actuated origami by incorporating 
jamming technology into air-bladders contained within the folds. 
 
Figure 2. (table) summarizes the current state of the art for foldable devices, interfaces, and 
concepts in HCI research (in alphabetical order). The aim of this table is to examine current 
research e.g. to adopt or to extend these concepts to the foldable origami 
display. The table also helps us exclude concepts that have already been considered in 
paper-folding research. In addition, and identify gaps in current research – for example – 
there is no research on a foldable display that unfolds from a small area to a bigger extension, 
and that is mechanically connected in the unfolded state. Furthermore, the folding principle of 
the display itself has not been considered so far. 
 
EXPLORING THE EXTENDABLE ORIGAMI SMARTWATCH 
A 4-stage process was employed in order to investigate the extended screen potential for 
smartwatch displays: 1) Investigation of origami techniques/structures to establish the best 
formats to enhance smartwatch interactions; 2) Focus Groups [32] with expert and non-expert 
participants exploring common smart-device interactions using paper prototypes; 3) Creation 
of a concept video utilising interaction methods taken from the focus groups; and, 4) A survey 
in response to the proof-of-concept video gathering user opinion on the origami smartwatch 
prototype using AttrakDiff  [14]. 
 
 
 



 
 
Figure 2. Foldable device analysis, with prototypes listed in alphabetical order: Awakened 
Apparel [42]; Bookisheet [61]; Colour-Changing Origami 
[22]; Flexpad [53]; Foldable Interactive Displays [27]; FoldMe [24]; Gummi [49]; jamSheets 
[40]; MimicTile [33]; PaperFold [11]; PaperTab [56]; 
PaperWindows [18]; PrintScreen [39]; Projectagami [55]; Shape Memory Alloy [43]; Self-
Folding Origami [57]; Sticky Actuator [36]; Tilt Displays [1]; 
uniMorph [15]; Xpaaand [25];. 
 
 
Creating Origami Structures for Smartwatch Displays 
Following a review of origami patterns in collaboration with an origami professional with over 
40 years experience, five were identified to be particularly promising for smartwatch display 
folding: the Miura-ori , Flasher , Leaf , Preliminary Base and the Triangulation  fold. Miura-ori  
pattern is used for solar sails on satellites [3] and creates compact and lightweight objects 
with maximum extension [2]. Some of the investigative folding can be seen in Figure 1. During 
the folding process and exploration, it became clear that the Flasher and Leaf form were not 
suitable for purpose because of their thickness, and increasingly complex creases as the size 
reduced which rendered them unsuitable for compact folded thin displays – this is especially 
the case when the ultimate goal is to translate the folding techniques into flexible OLED or 
other display technology. Although Triangulation  fold was promising, it was later rejected by 
the team as it could only offer a relatively small extension to the smartwatch display, and this 
would not offer enough increased functionality to significantly improve upon existing solutions. 
 



Preliminary Base  and Miura-ori  were both chosen by the research team for investigation due 
to their larger extension area, and simplicity of interaction. Preliminary Base  allows 
for double sided display interaction within multiple fold combinations, whereas Miura-ori  
offers one type of extension, but offers the user a more flexible surface to work with (see 
Figure 3). The two completed folds were sized to be correlated with the current average size 
of smartwatches (when in their initial pre-interaction state) and attached to a foam board 
base of the same size with a velcro strap. To allow for the different ways in which people 
choose to wear their watches and preferences of left or right hand, the prototypes were built 
with a turning mechanism similar to the Cito  smartwatch [13]. 
 
The reasoning behind choosing a limited number of folding styles before presentation was 
twofold: firstly, the expertise offered by the origami professional and subsequent discussion 
of application techniques in relation to the literature review allowed for an informed decision to 
be made as to the viability of the folds for smartwatch extension; and secondly, including 
many types of fold in a focus group would be overwhelming and the result would be 
unfocused and likely to produce only low-level findings. By conducting prior analysis and 
exploration of folding techniques, the focus groups could produce meaningful interaction ideas 
and application scenarios. 
 
Paper Prototyping Focus Groups 
We adapted the dual-workshop and concept video research model used with Cito  [13] in 
order to explore the interaction potential of the origami display extension. Paper prototypes 
of the two chosen origami-smartwatch interfaces were made, and these were used to 
stimulate discussion around, and act out commonplace digital-device interaction scenarios 
(e.g. opening an application or sending a text message). 
 
Participants 
Twenty participants (11M / 9F) between the ages of 20 and 73 were recruited via email and 
social media, and offered 10 Euros compensation for taking part. Of these participants, 
half were classed as “expert” (that is, having high-level computer and HCI skills), and half 
were classed as “non-expert” (having used smartphones/smartwatches before but with no 
programming or HCI experience). 
 
Focus Group 
 An hour-long focus group was held with each participant set (expert/non-expert), and each 
group was supplied with 10 smartwatch paper-prototypes (half Preliminary Base  and half 
Miura-ori  fold). Sessions were filmed and the audio recorded. The session format 
incorporated a 5 minute introduction to the origami smartwatch concept and related research, 
after which participants were paired up and given one of the prototypes to explore following a 
set scenario protocol (in order to produce a comparable result between groups for some 
session items). After 15–20 minutes, participants were asked to write down their responses to 
the protocol questions, and discuss the smartwatch prototype in an unstructured format as a 
group, before swapping to the second prototype, which followed the same procedure. 
 
All participants were also provided with extra paper upon which they made notes and 
sketches to describe their interactions and other ideas, and a final discussion was held where 
we invited the group to suggest and explore other user-led scenarios and ideas so that the 
exploration was not limited to pre-defined goals. A post-workshop questionnaire was given 
at the end of the hour, collecting basic demographic data, and quantifying levels of 
experience using smartwatches and other digital devices on a 5-point Likert scale. 
Participants were also asked which of the devices they preferred, which applications 
would be most desirable on an extended smartwatch, their preferred method of interaction 
and whether they would consider purchasing such a watch. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Figure 3. The chosen origami folds used for the paper prototypes, left: Preliminary Base, 
right, Miura-ori. 
  
Scenario Protocol 
For each focus group session, participants were asked to explore and model the following 
common smartwatch/smartdevice interactions, utilising the folding properties of the origami 
prototype (see Figure 3 for an example of the possible folding combinations): 1) Navigating 
the application screen 2) Receiving a text message or email ; 3) Sending a text message or 
email ; 4) Making a call ; and, 5) Opening a map application, routing, and navigating to a 
destination . These popular smart-device interactions were based on those used by 
Fernandez et al. [7]. 
 
Modelling Interactions as Proof of Concept 
The collected interaction methodologies for each scenario were examined and the most 
frequently occurring interactions were incorporated into a Wizard-of-Oz  proof-of-concept 
video (i.e. interactive capabilities were manually controlled). These can be seen in the 
accompanying video submission. 
 
Video Survey Methodology 
Twenty new participants were recruited via email and social media and asked to review the 
concept video and rate the device using the AttrakDiff  framework which measures the 
usability and design of interactive products [14] (e.g. examining intended product quality; 
perception of quality; evaluation of quality; independent pragmatic/hedonic qualities; 
behavioural/emotional consequences ). The survey was also sent to 16 of the 20 original 
focus group participants for comparison. The online video elicitation study was conducted to 
present a finished product to the user so that they could grasp the concept of the foldable 
origami smartwatch as a product, its features, to gain insight into novel interaction techniques, 
and also to find out whether the study participants could imagine using such a product in their 
everyday lives. 
 
 
 



ANALYSIS & RESULTS 
This section presents the results of the focus group and concept video. For simplicity during 
the focus groups, the origami folds were renamed PullWatch  (Miura-ori ) and FoldWatch 
(Preliminary Base). Both focus groups had a mixed response to and the watch display types, 
although the interactions used with the FoldWatch  model were more consistent with novel, 
extendable smartwatch displays and offered a planar screen to work with upon unfolding. In 
contrast, the PullWatch  prototype did not offer as much extension and therefore limited the 
interactions available, whereas the behaviours observed were consistent with basic 
smartphone interactions, albeit on a smaller scale. Another issue with PullWatch  was that the 
complex folds would make the screen content difficult to see, and could possibly get in the 
way of using keyboards. FoldWatch ultimately emerged as the favoured model, and was used 
to generate the concept video. 
 
Focus Group Overview 
For both focus groups all participants preferred to wear their watch on their non-dominant arm 
with the display facing outwards (out of 20 participants only one was left-handed), although 
they were given the option to engage with the device in other ways. The primary reason for 
this was that participants said if there was a keyboard function they would find it difficult to 
type with their non-dominant hand. Only one participant across both groups actually owned a 
smartwatch, although all owned normal watches. 
 
Screen Ranges & Interactions 
Figure 4 shows the range of foldable screen interactions utilised by the participants within the 
constraints of the prototype hardware: Figure 4.1-4 show the Foldwatch  display interactions 
(fully extended display at 2 angles of rotation, half-size screen option; method of using the 
flaps like reading a book, and ‘3D box’ style). Figures 4.5-8 show the PullWatch interactions 
(simple extension, fan-fold, 90 degrees and full bracelet extension). In addition to the folding 
interactions, participants also explored existing smartdevice interactions to accompany the 
novel folding structure. Swiping away from the leading corner of Foldwatch  or tapping on the 
home screen on either prototype was discussed as a possibility to activate the self-actuated 
unfolding movement, although one participant preferred there to be a ‘home’ button as with 
the current edition iPhone . Several participants also considered how gestures could activate 
the unfolding mechanism, e.g. shaking the arm, although the chances of accidental activation 
would be high. The subsections below discuss the scenarios of use. 
 
1) Navigating the application screen 
The chosen application home screen was either the fully extended version of both prototypes 
(Figure 4.1 & 4.5) or the simple folded outer screen as is the case with current smartwatches, 
although one participant thought the half screen of Foldwatch  would be enough (4.2). 
Navigation would then occur as with current smartdevices (swipe/tap). Another participant felt 
that using the folds from corner to corner on the Foldwatch  prototype (‘flip-flap’) as with a 
book would allow to move between screens of applications – in this case the smartwatch 
screen hardware would need to be fully double-sided to take advantage of this. 
 
2) Receiving a text message or email 
For receiving a notification of either type of message, participants felt that there should be a 
preview on the folded home screen, and then you would either pull out the side to read 
with PullWatch  (Figure 4.5) or unfold the Foldwatch  either fully for an email, or into half-view 
for a text message (Figure 4.1-2). Some felt however, that a text message is usually so 
short it could scroll across the home-screen, only needing to be opened if it was particularly 
lengthy. 
 
3) Sending a text message or email 
To send a text or email, all participants preferred the pulled out/unfolded versions as these 
would allow a full keyboard at the same scale of a smartphone. The full extension of Fold- 
Watch  was also thought to be useful for browsing the contact list, or other types of listed data 
(e.g. web page information). 
 



4) Making a call 
The majority of participants said that they would prefer not to use a smartwatch for making a 
call, and felt that the watch was not private enough unless you held it to your ear in an 
awkward manner (although if the watch was worn on the inside of the wrist this was less of an 
issue). If a call was to be made, they felt that they would prefer that no folding or unfolding 
occurred to enable this, however they did feel that the half-fold of FoldWatch  (Figure 4.2) 
would be helpful for video calling, and that the unfolding for receiving a call, and folding down 
to end that call would be apt interaction styles. 
 
5) Opening a map application, routing, & navigating 
The map scenario was found to be the application type best supported by the folding 
methodology, as all participants felt that current smartwatch screens do not have the space to 
allow viewing the map in sufficient detail, or pan and move around the screen to get an idea 
of location. Either the full fold out for both watch types (Figure 4.1/4.5) or the 3D box (Figure 
4.4) were given as the preferred extensions (3D Box view for map applications is discussed 
below). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Illustration of types of fold identified during the focus groups for preliminary base 
(top) and miura-ori (bottom). 
 
 
Other scenarios/questions arose during the focus group sessions and emerged organically 
during the process, for example, one participant query was whether all interactions required 
unfolding or whether the single home screen would work as with current watches, and what 
the exact format of that homes screen would be. Device personalisation was also considered: 
participants felt that the folding action and usage should be customisable, and were worried 
that accidental activation would be an issue whilst the watch was obscured by clothing, and 
therefore the auto-unfolding would need to be turned off or include obstruction sensors. It was 
also decided that the fold-action itself must not be too sensitive to avoid having to reset if it 
was set off accidentally, and that the folding should be controlled with no moving parts during 
tasks. 
 
Extra features were also considered during the user-led discussion. Alongside including a 
camera (discussed below), participants also suggested including voice control [60] and/or a 
voice activated assistant like Siri on iPhone . Apple  innovations like Apple Active Corners . 
The Rotation feature for the watch face was seen as a positive addition to the screen 
extension methodology (as seen in [64]), although this had originally only been intended as a 
means to adjust the watch for left or right-handed people, it allowed the extended watches to 
be angled for easier viewing, and enabled the ‘book reading’ mode (Figure 4.3). For practical 



reasons, participants felt that this should be limited to a set number of angles (e.g. 8) and 
click into place, to avoid accidentally losing the position, and to give developers set positions 
to integrate into actions (expert group suggestion). Finally, participants felt that the 
smartwatch and its contents should be kept as simple as possible in terms of display and 
extension, to enable a more positive user experience – especially for novice users (non-
expert group). 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Likert ratings for technology experience between participants 
 
 
Between Groups Differences 
The levels of experience Likert  rating between groups was similar, with both the expert and 
non-expert group self-rating as familiar with interactive technologies such as smartdevices 
and modern computers, although expert users rated slightly higher. Both groups provided 
detailed notes and analysis of the types of interactions they would expect to see, although the 
expert group also provided questions about the build quality and software design of the 
devices. The expert group were also more likely to elaborate on their findings, and held lively 
group discussions in between tasks to consider positive aspect such as possible applications, 
problems or limitations. Figure 5. shows the Likert results for between-groups expertise with 
interactive technology. 
 
Specific Usage Scenarios 
The FoldWatch  prototype generated ideas for applications not currently in wide use for 
smartwatches, such as Alternative Reality (AR) gaming (using the 3D box  display – see 
Figure 4.4), holography (also utilising the three sided display to project figures into the 
remaining space), or reading longer texts such as e-books (using the Flip-Flap  method, 
Figure 4.3). The fold out screen also could be utilised for a versatile camera, as current 
devices utilise a lens placed within the watch face [59] or within the strap [64] which offers 
limited angles without uncomfortable twisting of the arm. The 3D Box  display type was also 
suggested as a novel way of interacting with mobile map applications as you can see a street 
view , navigation and an overview  of the map at the same time within the different panes, and 
map the street view to your current point of view. 
 
 



 
 
Figure 6. AttrakDiff results for the focus group (purple) and new participant 
group (green). 
 
Concept Video 
The FoldWatch  fold-styles in Figure 4. were used to model the interaction scenarios from the 
focus group questionnaire in a concept video (see accompanying video submission). Twenty 
new survey participants and 16 of the original focus group members completed the AttrakDiff  
questionnaire to establish the validity of the FoldWatch  prototype as a future product. The 
video submission shows: opening the FoldWatch  screen, reading and sending a message, 
browsing the application screens, and opening/using the map application. The examples 
shown by the video were specifically chosen from the most interesting and detailed results 
from the focus groups, and included some of the novel ideas (e.g. 3D map-view). Varied 
results were not included as the intent of the video survey was to gauge interest for potential 
product development, rather to to evaluate specific interactions. 
 
AttrakDiff Findings 
AttrakDiff  is an evaluation tool developed for rating the usability and design of a product 
based on theory that describes how user experience is influenced by pragmatic and hedonic 
qualities, and both qualities contribute equally to the appeal of attractiveness [14]. The model 
separates four aspects (www.attrakdiff.de/sience-en.html#arbeitsmodell): The product quality 
intended by the designer; The subjective perception of quality and subjective evaluation of 
quality; The independent pragmatic and hedonic qualities; and Behavioural and 
emotional consequences. The AttrakDiff  e-survey is built up of 28 contrasting adjective word 
pairs (confusing-clear, good-bad etc.) and these are combined into a scale. The average 
value of an item group creates a scale value for Pragmatic Quality of survey or analysis as it 
was appropriate for the conceptual, design-focused exploration that we have presented. We 
chose AttrakDiff  over other types over other types of survey or analysis as it was appropriate 
for the conceptual, design-focused exploration that we have presented. 
 
 



 
 
Figure 7. AttrakDiff word-pair between groups comparison. (PQ), Hedonic Quality  (HQ, 
including HQ-I/HQ-S), and Attractiveness  (ATT).  
 
 
According to the results generated by AttrakDiff  for the focus group participants, the 
prototype has a higher hedonic than pragmatic quality so there are possibilities for 
improvement, though the overall result is positive (Figure 6). The Confidence 
Rectangle  shows a higher agreement between the users in the hedonic rather than in the 
pragmatic quality, and the product is seen as self-orientated  (e.g. self-directed goals are 
mostly more persistent and personally relevant) rather than task-orientated , with a tendency 
toward being a desirable product.  
 
The Confidence Rectangle  in the workshop group is smaller than in the new participant 
group: means users converge more in their opinion about FoldWatch . The new participants 
rated FoldWatch  more as a neutral product with only a tendency toward self-orientation, 
although the larger Confidence Rectangle  means there was a greater judgement range 
between participants. Despite these group differences, the overall agreement for the word 
pair ratings was high (Figure 7.), suggesting that the new participants were also able to easily 
grasp and understand the concept and implications of the product despite having never been 
exposed to it before. The inter-rater agreement and tendency toward positive descriptions 
here also provides assurances that the FoldWatch  concept has potential for development as 
a functioning product. 
 
DISCUSSION 
The combined output from the focus groups and the video survey provides a promising 
outlook for the FoldWatch  smartwatch concept. Users expressed a preference for the simpler 



screen surface of preliminary base, and larger screen extensions for complex interaction, 
which supports the original hypothesis. The focus groups also allowed us to discover novel 
use-cases and features that were not included in the original scope of the study. FoldWatch  
offers an apparently simple solution to the smartwatch screen interaction space problem, 
avoiding ‘fat finger’ issues or the need to redesign existing application interactions to fit the 
hardware. This means developers would only have to make minor adaptations to existing 
applications in order to extend them to the smartwatch market (no ‘miniature’ versions), the 
implication being the range of applications available for smartwatches would also increase. 
 
Advantages of the FoldWatch Concept 
Other advantages of having a foldable screen are that the interior surface is unlikely to get 
scratched (which is an issue with smartwatches as they are not kept in protective cases whilst 
not in use). The folding mechanism also can be used as a novel interaction style if desired, 
such as for games or gesturebased interaction (as suggested by the folding-down to end a 
call). The map-view scenario also explored the possibility of multiple viewing planes, and this 
is something that could be extended to the other fold-styles – such as a different view in each 
square of the fully extended watch, or utilising theouter facing squares in 3D Box mode for 
multi-user view. This would be especially interesting in gaming scenarios for two FoldWatch  
users, or if two people wanted to see a map or image at the same time. 
 
Manual VS Self-Actuation  
The FoldWatch  idea was originally designed with a selfactuation capability in mind (for both 
the miura-ori  and preliminary base  designs), that is, the smartwatch would be able to change 
shape and extend by itself in response to stimuli such as receiving messages, or user 
gestures. This facility was met with a mixed response from the users. Whilst the novelty of a 
shape-changing smartwatch was exciting, it was felt that the automatic action may cause 
issues with unwanted movement or damage to the watch if it unfolded whilst obstructed 
(as mentioned in the analysis). The element of control  was therefore important for users, they 
were keen to either have completely manual control over the folding interaction, or at least 
have the option to customise which types of movement were allowed at specific times. 
 
Smartwatch Text Input 
Text-entry for smartwatches is a challenge due to the small screen size, and research has 
examined novel screen keyboards such as Fleksy  and Swype  [5], by optimising the text 
layout [6], but also whether voice could be used instead of keyboards, e.g. WearWrite  [34]. 
There has also been an investigation of miniature QWERTY  keyboards with zoom function to 
assist in typing on smartwatches [29], amongst other proof-of-concept studies for text entry 
interaction. The breadth of research in this area makes it clear that users expect to be able to 
use keyboards for tasks such as sending messages or using search functions within 
applications such as browsers. The FoldWatch  concept removes the need for novel 
keyboards by allowing the smart watch to expand to provide a full size keyboard, which is 
larger even than some existing smartphone keyboard options. 
 
Limitations 
Use-cases that came up during the focus groups that were not explicitly examined were the 
web-browser and social media. The reasoning behind this is that the folding screen extension 
would work in the same way for most applications, and adding further scenarios to the focus 
groups would involve extending the duration of the study, cause fatigue in participants, 
and also generate repetitive results. The messaging scenario explored the browsing function 
(contact list) and the application screen navigation supported multi-screen interaction. 
Additionally, the map application elicited the most novel foldinteraction (3D Box view) and this 
could be relatable to the multi-screen/window approach for other applications. Another case is 
that of fitness applications, which are the most common use for smartwatches [45] as they 
can track heart rate and activity through built in sensors and report back basic results, as well 
as link to users’ smartphones and other devices. We chose not to look at this scenario as it is 
already well represented in smartwatch research, and it is not clear at this stage how screen 
extensions could support this data in a meaningful way outside of the interactions we have 



already modelled – although future work with a functioning prototype could explore this option 
(the latter is discussed below). 
 
FUTURE WORK 
The next stages for this work would be to further the extendable FoldWatch  concept by 
making a functional prototype for user testing. This could be produced using Smart Material 
Alloy (SMA) wires such as in the Morphee Couture  prototype [47], and combining with thin-
film electro-luminescence [39] and Flexy  technologies [58] or OLED [26, 51] – however, the 
materials used must make use of full closure  [47], i.e. bend completely back on themselves. 
With currently available hardware, we believe it would be possible to make a functional 
prototype. This would require materials testing, stress testing of joining structures and 
programming to change screen views to map onto the extended areas in user-friendly 
fashion. With a working prototype in place, there would also then be the opportunity to look at 
specific application functions for foldable smartwatches, such as the tri-map view scenario, or 
investigating if this type of screen extension is of use for fitness bands. With the utilisation of 
a working model, we can then explore the potential of the interaction types and folds to 
generate agreement ratings to best develop the device to user-specifications [28]. The 
addition of physiological data or 3D projected objects would also be an exciting avenue of 
investigation for subsequent work. The FoldWatch  concept offers the potential for extended 
interaction styles, novelty in application usage, and improving the overall user experience 
for smartwatches, we therefore hope to continue this exciting line of work and extend our 
knowledge in this area. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Smartwatches offer highly accessible device interactions, but have been shown to have 
limited usable screen size. We have analysed methods for extending smartwatch interactions, 
and suggested a novel, origami-based extension to the smartwatch concept. Via research 
with focus groups, we have shown that utilising the preliminary base  folding technique can 
support more application types and interaction styles than miura-ori , and also enhance the 
user experience for smartwatches. By creating and surveying a proof-of-concept video, we 
have also collected data which suggests that the FoldWatch  is a desirable product, with the 
potential to support rich and varied user-interactions. 
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